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My work during the last six years has been based largely on the theme

of interiors, although working methods, as well as the types of interiors

rendered, have varied considerably over time. The early works of this

period were large oil paintings of rooms, whose size was meant to surround

the viewer, and simultaneously impart a sense of intimacy. Because rooms

are where people dwell, I felt drawn to the image of a near-empty room as

a symbol of people's presence; figures were often painted out, with maybe

residual shapes remaining. The types of interiors were "every-room"

spaces; not belonging specifically to any time or place. I carried these

paintings through numerous stages by layering and altering both image and

colour, in an attempt to reflect the processes of memory, which shift and

change with each recollection.

When I began drawing and experimenting with different media and

working methods in Warren Peterson's drawing class (1988-89), I started

to disunite the layers or stages onto separate pieces of paper. This

focused my interest in memory considerably because I could take one image

and recall it repeatedly, and see all the shifts and changes before me.

As a result, elements in my work which had often been painted out, such

as pattern, figures and open windows, became more prominent. I al so found

that I worked well wi th paper, both as a material and for i ts small er

scale. It doesn't require preparation either; an idea can be examined

directly. Out of this drawing activity began the series which comprises

my MFA exhibition.

In Gaston Bache1 ard' s book The Poetics of Space (1958), Bachel ard

deals extensively with the relationship between imagination, memory, and

interiors or dwellings. He states that memory does not record the normal
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passage of time because to localize our experiences in memory and feeling

is more urgent than the determi nat i on of thei r respective dates. Our

experience of a dwelling is also affected by what is felt and thought at

that particular place, which in turn colours future recollections. Our

experiences then, when remembered, are highly edited, highly subjective

memories. Memory becomes daydream when it ceases to be based on incident,

and becomes instead a collection of disparate memories to form inventions.

Therefore, one can invent places which have the conviction of the real.

Bachelard also cites a few examples of writers and poets who invented

fictive dwellings in their work that seemed exceptionally convincing. He

feels that the propensity to invent dwellings for creative purposes is

universal and begins in childhood with make-believe dwellings of various

kinds. In the case of the literary artists, the fictive places were never

assembled or made, but took on a real ity in the work. These invented

places, whether made or imagined, in themselves generate further thought

and daydream.

I see strong affinities in my work with sachel ards theory behind the

conglomeration of memories that goes into making a fictive space or

dwell ing. In my own work, memory is my chief source; I dorr t use

photographs or prel iminary sketches from observation, although I once did,

and this furnished me with useful information.

Another important influence on my work has been a series of Japanese

paintings attributed to the 12th century Japanese artist, Fujiwara

Takayoshi. The paintings illustrate the 11th century romantic novel, the

Tales of Genji, written by a Heian court lady, Murasaki Shikibu.

Originally in scroll form, the paintings have been separated, but can
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still be viewed as an ongoing story of courtly love. Each painting

reveals an emotionally charged moment between the numerous people in the

pictures, although the people are rendered as being quite subdued, rather

than highly active. This calmness produces an ambiguous reading, because

the lack of clear gestures and expressions in the figures denies me

obvious clues as to what is taking place in the pictures. The Japanese

text would solve this problem, but I've chosen to dwell solely on the

paintings because the ambiguity of the images generated ideas for me on

the nature of narrative. What struck me whil e I was 1 ooki ng at these

paintings was that as a viewer I did not feel as if I were a priority; the

story was not spelled out for me, and yet the highly charged intimacy of

the images gave me the impression that some sort of complex interaction

was occurring between the figures. In a sense I felt that the intimate

moments belonged to the people in the paintings, and although I didn't

know the story-line, I found myself associating very strongly with those

people. I reacted very positively to this, because I felt that I was

viewing authentic situations between people, and that I could identify

with them.

Not long after I began studying these Japanese paintings, many of

the qualities I've discussed surfaced in my work, without my being

conscious of it at the time. I began to notice the connections, and

worked more consciously with them.

In my own work, I attempt to make the figures seem unaware of the

viewer, by avoiding highly dramatic imagery, and by making the figures

seem self-absorbed. I'm not using narrative in the traditional sense of

story-telling, but in a more understated way which conveys psychological
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states. I render the figures' physical gestures or positions as cues to

their emotional state, on an individual basis, and also in rel at ionshtp

to each other. So for example, in one image in which both figures are in

semi-fetal positions with hands held to their faces, this connotes self

protection and fear. In another image, a woman's outstretched arm around

a man connotes compassion on her part, but not necessarily on his, at that

moment. Each picture contains slightly different combinations of physical

gestures which have connotations.

Connectedness and separateness are polarities of states or feeling

which occur in the interplay between people and their environment, and

also between individuals. I address this partly through the figures'

features and positions, as I described earlier. I'm conveyi ng that

relationships between people are always in flux, there is no one state,

and this flux vacillates between being in unison or being separate, either

physically or mentally. By also placing the figures in front of a huge

window which engulfs them, I'm pitting them against the outside

environment. In some images, the figures are comfortable and at ease with

the outside, in others they are threatened and huddling away from it. It

also make the outside landscape carry these associations in understated

ways, by making it friendly, or threatening, or neutral.

In some of my work, the gender of the figures is unclear, and this

partly has to do with how we see, when looking at people in a domestic

situation; they may be turned away from full vi sibil ity, or covered to

some degree with clothing or bedding. The context of a bedroom and the

intimacy of the figures gives the work a strong erotic element, and in

order to give a sense of other states of feel ing, I downplay gender
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without obscuring the heterosexual content, by simpl Hying physical

characteristics.

The figures in my work are in varying states of dress or undress,

often in relative degrees to each other. John Berger writes: "In lived

sexual experience, nakedness is a process rather than a state. III He

discusses nakedness as a process which occurs in stages, over a period of

time, and by representing those stages, they become "a bridge between two

intense imaginative states."2 By having both figures at different stages

of undress in one image, I'm trying to give this sense of a bridge between

two moments. And when the works are seen as a group, the stages seem to

occur over a period of time, giving a sense of process.

Artists whose works I admire are principally those for whom form and

subject matter are inexorably tied; contemporary artists such as Richard

Oiebenkorn, Betty Goodwin, Howard Hodgkin, and past artists such as Henri

Matisse and Takayoshi. For them the subject's symbolic significance is

realized through mark-making, and vice versa; the two are fused.

Betty Goodwin's swimmer series has been significant for me. Her

swimmers (a euphemism I think for strugglers or survivors) exude a very

strong sense of their physical fragility and vulnerability - qualities

which have entered into my rendering of figures.

The manner in which Hodgkin makes marks is of particular interest to

me. And although my work is somewhat more figurative, my attempt to give

marks a specific role rather than an arbitrary one, stems from looking at

his work. Stacked space and a variety of spacial devices are a present

IJohn Berger, Ways of Seeing, 1972, p. 60.

2John Berger, Ways of Seeing, 1972, p. 60.
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concern in my own work and which I've observed over time, particularly in

Matisse, Hodgkin and Takayoshi, who were/are well acquainted with these

elements as central to eastern art. I usually use a vertical format

because it forces space to be tipped forward, requiring more stacking and

consequently more spacial devices to float the images up and make them

seem solid. By spacial devices I mean different ways of rendering space,

sometimes occurring in one painting; (flat space, modelled space, local

colour, reflected colour, perspectival and non-perspectival space).

Another quality shared by the artists I mentioned is their rendering

of the figure as a projection of their personal experience of it, rather

than simply a detached portrait. Painting a person or a figure comes out

of an accumulation of experiences of the subject. The figurative presence

may represent a condition rather than an individual (Goodwin), be

interpreted metaphorically by pattern (Hodgkin), as a stylistic ideal

(Takayoshi), or as a studied, observed, reworked image (Diebenkorn,

Matisse).

I've been motivated to remain with the same image, because of the

psychological and figurative concerns discussed at the beginning, but also

because I'm intrigued by how meaning can shift with even very minor

changes from one image to another. As an example, the wallpaper pattern

at times remains just that, and in some pieces is animated with figure

like forms which affect the work's meaning considerably. This approach

addresses the tenuous see-saw relationship between form and content, and

working thematically allows me to examine this closely.

Some cutting and pasting is used in my paintings and drawings,

although I don't consider the works to be about collage as a technique in
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itself, because traditionally collage involves disruptions of the picture

plane, using unrelated materials. The cutting and pasting I do is a way

of working out possibilities for the painting or drawing in progress; it's

a means to an end. By being able to freely remove and add sections to a

work, I can also experiment with form and content. When, for example, the

view through the window is altered or replaced, the meaning of the piece

changes dramat i ca11 y, as if the i nteri or of the room is coded by the

exterior. Working this way with paper allows me to reduce or enlarge a

piece, and I find also that the whiteness and radiance of paper and water

colour, project a quality of light I had often tried to render before I

turned to these materials.

The most recent paintings were executed almost entirely in earth

colours, and have not involved any cutting or gluing. When revisions are

required, I dampen, rub down, and paint over. By shifting away from a

highly decorative and packed image, to a more austere and simple one, the

relationship between the figures becomes clearer. Another change I'm

presently concerned with, is attempting to represent the two figures very

differently, by rendering one very densely, and the other quite

transparently. This affects one's reading of the figures as occupying

different physical and psychological spaces.

The room I've constructed in my work does not refer to one part i cul ar

place; it is a fiction made up of disparate memories, in the Bachelardian

sense. The context of a room is suited for my purpose of examining the

shifts which occur between people and their private space (the interior),

and the outside environment (the view through the window). You can

perceive change more effectively if some aspect remains unchanged, with
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which to make the contrast. My unchanging element is people in a room.

It is difficult to speculate in the long run on how this theme will

evolve, although I expect that the regenerative qualities of my present

imagery will sustain me for a considerable length of time.
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